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Concurrency Models

multiple processes active/executing at the 
same time

process progresses by submitting sequence 
of instructions to a processor (ie. CPU)

multiple CPUs allow a number of processes 
to execute at the same time. This is parallel 
concurrency
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For the purposes of this discussion, multi-core processors are made up of a number of CPUs.



Concurrency Models
1 process = 1 CPU is rare

* processes = 1 CPU more common

CPU can only execute sequentially

parallel concurrent execution is simulated

CPU interleaves instruction sequences from 
each individual process

interleaved concurrency
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Java Threads
Java processes called threads

threads are Java classes

Java Virtual Machine (JVM) treats them a 
special way.

Java threads must extend the Thread class

Java threads must contain an implementation 
of the method public void run()
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public class Switch extends Thread {
  public void switchOn() {
    // some code - eg. System.out.println("switchOn")
  } // end of method switchOn

  public void switchOff() {
    // some code - eg. System.out.println("switchOff")
  } // end of method switchOff

  public void run() {
    while(true) {
      switchOn();
      switchOff();
    } // end of while-loop
  } // end of method run
} // end of thread class Switch

public class Switch extends Thread {
  public void switchOn() {
    // some code - eg. System.out.println("switchOn")
  } // end of method switchOn

  public void switchOff() {
    // some code - eg. System.out.println("switchOff")
  } // end of method switchOff

  public void run() {
    while(true) {
      switchOn();
      switchOff();
    } // end of while-loop
  } // end of method run
} // end of thread class Switch

Thread Example
public class Switch extends Thread {
  public void switchOn() {
    // some code - eg. System.out.println("switchOn")
  } // end of method switchOn

  public void switchOff() {
    // some code - eg. System.out.println("switchOff")
  } // end of method switchOff

  public void run() {
    while(true) {
      switchOn();
      switchOff();
    } // end of while-loop
  } // end of method run
} // end of thread class Switch
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Notice:
• how the Switch class defined has extended the Thread class, and so will be (potentially) 
treated in a special manner by the JVM.
• how the Switch class has an implementation of the method public void run() as is 
required.



Running Threads

first create an object instance of Thread class
Thread process = new Switch();

do not call public void run() directly!

call the Thread inherited method start() 
instead

process.start();
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Calling public void run() directly does not run the object instance as a thread: it simply runs 
this method within the currently executing thread!



public class Counter extends Thread {

  private static int counter = 0;

  public void increment() {
    counter++;
  } // end of method increment

  public void run() {
    // we simply allow the JVM to run a thread instance
  } // end of method run

} // end of thread class Counter

public class Counter extends Thread {

  private static int counter = 0;

  public void increment() {
    counter++;
  } // end of method increment

  public void run() {
    // we simply allow the JVM to run a thread instance
  } // end of method run

} // end of thread class Counter

public class Counter extends Thread {

  private static int counter = 0;

  public void increment() {
    counter++;
  } // end of method increment

  public void run() {
    // we simply allow the JVM to run a thread instance
  } // end of method run

} // end of thread class Counter

Interference
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Interference

Thread 1 Thread 2

counter

0

increment()

1

increment()

1 is read from
 counter

increment()

1 is also read
from counter!!!1 or 2?!
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Interference

Thread code is interleaved with other thread 
code

its arbitrarily mixed together

We need to control this interleaving if we are 
to avoid such interference problems!
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Solution

apply locks to sections of code

who ever has the lock can execute that 
section of code

when you’re finished release the lock

you may have to wait for the lock to be 
freed
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synchronized
In Java, synchronized code utilizes locking 
mechanisms to control access to the code

Locking is taken care of by the JVM

each object instance has its own lock

synchronized simply tells the JVM to control 
access to object instances or the class

Multiple threads wanting a lock must wait
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A class can contain:
• synchronized members without being a thread class
• synchronized blocks of code statements (within constructors or methods)
• class (ie. static) level members have their own locks, which are distinct from the classes 
object instance locks



Example Solved
public class Counter extends Thread {

  private static int counter = 0;

  synchronized public void increment() {
    counter++;
  } // end of method increment

  public void run() {
    // we simply allow the JVM to run a thread instance
  } // end of method run

} // end of thread class Counter
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Interference

Thread 1 Thread 2

counter

0

increment()

1

increment()

1 is read from
 counter

increment()

2 is now read
from counter2

lock acquired

wait for lock

2 is written to
 the counter

lock acquiredlock released
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Conditional Sync.
void wait() causes the current thread to 
release all its locks and suspend

void notify() and void notifyAll() activate any 
threads waiting on a codes lock 

notifyAll wakes up all threads waiting on a 
lock

notify wakes up one (random) thread waiting 
on a lock
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Sometimes when a thread gets a resources lock, and so can run, it is not enough! Maybe the 
thread needs the lock and some other condition to be true. In such circumstances, the thread 
needs to be able to:
• suspend itself and go back into the waiting set (ie. to wait)
• before suspending, maybe it would also be polite to notify some or all waiting threads that 
we are about to suspend?



Thread Safety
Thread Safety means that invalid system 
state is not seen by other threads

Consider a linked list data structure:

imagine inserting data into the list

imagine, part way through, another thread 
is scheduled

secondary thread could see data structure 
in an invalid state!
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volatile
The JVM has two storage areas:

thread memory

main memory

volatile is a field attribute

volatile controls copying between these 2 
areas of memory

forces main and thread memory to be the 
same (ie. synchronized)
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Every thread has its own copies of variables that are in scope of its code.
Likewise, main memory will also have copies of all global variables.



volatile vs synchronized

volatile synchronizes a single variable

synchronized synchronizes:

all variables

also enforces use and maintenance of a 
lock

higher overheads in using synchronized 
compared to volatile
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java.util.concurrent

JDK 1.5 introduced a new concurrency 
package

Utility package providing thread-safe 
implementations of common data structures

The Executor interface allows for customized 
thread-like subsystems

eg. thread pools, asynchronous IO, lightweight 
task frameworks
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Runnable

There is another way in which Java threads 
may be defined!

Any class that implements the Runnable 
interface may become a Java thread

achieved by passing an object instance to 
the Thread class and starting thread in the 
usual way
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Example
class PrimeRun implements Runnable {
  long minPrime;

  PrimeRun(long minPrime) {
    this.minPrime = minPrime;
  } // end of constructor function
 
  public void run() {
    // compute primes larger than minPrime...
  } // end of method run
} // end of class PrimeRun

PrimeRun p = new PrimeRun(143);
new Thread(p).start();

And running this code within its own thread is achieved 
via:
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